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1 Introduction
This Infrastructure Contribution Planning Scheme Policy (PSP) for Doolandella contains
information and data relating to the expected rate of development and infrastructure required
to service the area. This PSP is to be read in conjunction with:
(a) IPA Section 6.1.20 (Planning Scheme Policies for Infrastructure).
(b) IPA Section 6.1.31 (Conditions about infrastructure for applications).
(c) Brisbane City Plan 2000.
(d) All adopted Infill and High Growth PSPs.
(e) Doolandella Local Plan
Infrastructure networks for which contributions have been determined are Waterways,
Transport, and Community Purposes (parks and improvements). A schedule of works is
provided for each infrastructure network along with the methodology used to determine the
infrastructure contribution.
This PSP does not contain any contributions for water supply and sewerage infrastructure.
Contributions for water supply and sewerage infrastructure will be levied through the Water
Supply Infrastructure Contributions Planning Scheme Policy and the Sewerage Infrastructure
Contributions Planning Scheme Policy.

1.1 Purpose
The Integrated Planning Act 1997 requires integration of land use and infrastructure planning
that allows infrastructure to be supplied in a coordinated, efficient and orderly manner.
Infrastructure coordination encourages development in areas where infrastructure already
exists or can be efficiently provided and has a major influence on achieving sustainable
development.

1.2 Authorising Legislation
This PSP is made pursuant to IPA Section 6.1.20.
IPA allows for the imposition of conditions on development approvals requiring contribution of
land, works or money towards the cost of supplying infrastructure in accordance with planning
scheme policies, until 30 June 2008 or a later date determined by the Minister. Infill and High
Growth Infrastructure Contributions Planning Scheme Policies 1 to 14 identify the
infrastructure contribution mechanisms for transport, community purposes, water supply,
sewerage and waterways for High Growth and Infill Areas throughout the City.
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Pursuant to Section 6.1.20 (2) this policy states each of the following –
Table 1-1: Compliance to Section 6.1.20 of the Integrated Planning Act
Requirement
Reference
A contribution for each development infrastructure
Section 10
network identified in the policy
The estimated proportion of the establishment cost of
Section 4.3
each network to be funded by the contribution
Appendix B
Appendix C
Appendix D
When it is estimated the infrastructure
Section 3.2.3
forming part of the network will be provided
Appendix B
Appendix C
Appendix D
The estimated establishment cost of the infrastructure
Table 7.6 [a]
Table 8.4
Appendix D
Each area in which the contribution applies
Section 2
Figure 4.4
Each type of lot or use for which the contribution
Section 10
applies
How the contribution must be calculated for each area
in which the contribution applies and each type of lot or
Section 10
use for which the contribution applies

1.3 Definition of Trunk Infrastructure
IPA differentiates between trunk and non trunk infrastructure. Trunk infrastructure is the
infrastructure for which Council will levy infrastructure contributions under this PSP.

1.3.1 The Definition of Non Trunk Infrastructure
Non trunk infrastructure is development infrastructure that is not trunk infrastructure.

1.3.2 The Definition of Trunk Infrastructure
Trunk infrastructure is higher order development infrastructure supplied by the local
government or State infrastructure provider and primarily intended to provide network
distribution and collection functions or provide services shared by a number of developments.
Infrastructure is required as a result of increased development. The networks that are funded
through High Growth PSPs are identified in the table below. Examples of infrastructure items
that comprise these networks, and for which contributions have been set, are provided for
illustrative purposes.
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Table 1-2 Trunk Infrastructure Networks, Systems and Items
Infrastructure Network
Typical range of Items
drainage, road culverts, structural stormwater quality
Waterways Network
improvement devices, detention basins, sedimentation ponds,
wetlands, natural channels and revegetation
Transport Network
Road System
council owned roads, district access level and above, including
intersections, interchanges, bridges and culverts
Pedestrian and Bicycle Path off road commuter and strategic recreational paths
System
Public Transport System
ferry terminals and associated facilities, public transport
interchanges (BCC provided), bus stops and shelters, public
transport information facilities and bus only lanes
Community
Purposes
Network
Public
Recreation
Land land and basic works to bring land to a standard appropriate to
System
its desired use
Improvements to the Public earthworks and irrigation, lighting, picnic shelters, seating,
Recreation Land System
shade shelters, playground and sports equipment, tree planting,
access ways and toilets
Land for Other Community land and basic works to bring land to developable standard
Purposes System
Plan
Preparation
and preparation of plans for infrastructure and the preparation,
implementation and maintenance of Infrastructure Planning
Maintenance
Scheme Policies

1.3.3 Items Excluded from Infrastructure Planing Scheme Policies
In addition to paying an infrastructure contribution, developers must also demonstrate that all
infrastructure requirements have been satisfied.
In general, there will be elements of local infrastructure required to connect a site or
development area to the trunk infrastructure networks. This work is attributable to the
development and is over and above the infrastructure contribution defined through a PSP. It is
also the responsibility of the developer to provide services to the property boundary of land for
community purposes near any planned buildings or facilities. In certain circumstances, a
development may need special types of infrastructure, which were not considered in the PSP.
For example, industrial development may require grease traps to prevent pollutants from
escaping into local waterways.
A development may also require temporary work if the regional infrastructure has not yet been
constructed. This is most likely to occur when the proposed development is outside the
assumed sequence of development. Many of these items can be removed once the regional
infrastructure has been provided. For example, a local detention pond may be required where
a regional corridor has not yet been acquired. The site of the local detention basin could be
developed for other purposes once the corridor has been acquired and associated work
undertaken.
The cost of these types of infrastructure will not be offset against the contributions set in the
PSP.
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1.3.4 Plan Density and Cost Impact Assessment
Assumptions have been made about the likely sequence of development and the staging of
infrastructure. Contributions are based upon these assumptions. Development that is
inconsistent with the type, scale, location and timing of development as set out in the City Plan
is considered to be inconsistent with the planning assumptions underlying the infrastructure
contributions and will be subject to cost impact assessments. If development does not achieve
the planned densities as set out in the City Plan, the infrastructure contributions will still be
assessed in accordance with planned densities.

1.4

Infrastructure Contribution Triggers

Infrastructure contributions for trunk infrastructure arising from:
• Reconfiguring a Lot,
• A Material Change of Use,
• A combined reconfiguring and material change of use,
• A building application,
• Any other assessable development that increases the demand for trunk infrastructure.
• Preliminary approval to which IPA Section 3.1.6 (Preliminary Approval may Override Local
Planning Instrument) applies; where the development which is the subject of the
preliminary approval is stated to be self assessable development.

1.5 Overview of Calculating Infrastructure Contributions
The infrastructure contributions for each infrastructure network are expressed in infrastructure
contribution units (ICUs). To calculate the contributions for the individual infrastructure
networks refer to Section 7 Waterways, Section 8 Transport, Section 9 Community Purposes.
A summary contribution table and calculation formulae are contained in Section 10.

1.5.1 Measures of Development and Demand for Network Capacity
Land use is defined in terms of development units. In established areas, these units are
dwellings in the case of residential development and gross floor area in the case of nonresidential development. In greenfield areas development units are developable hectares for
both residential and non-residential development. Development units are converted into units
of demand for specific infrastructure networks by using a land use and network specific
conversion rate.
By expressing demand in relative terms across land uses, a range of different uses can have
their demand defined through a single index, the Unit of Demand. In established areas, this
relative unit of demand is the Equivalent Tenement or ET, and is the consumption of capacity
of a network by one low-density dwelling. In greenfield areas Equivalent Hectare or EH, and is
the consumption of the capacity of a network by one developable hectare of low-density
residential development. The relationship is expressed in the following equation:
Units of Demand (ETs or EHs) = (conversion rate) x No. of Development Units.
The demand measure relevant for this PSP is stipulated in relevant parts of the document.
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1.5.2 Infrastructure Credits
An infrastructure credit represents the value of infrastructure contributions or payments
imputed to have previously been made over the site by:
•
Any existing lawful use(s) that exists or existed on the land which is the subject of an
infrastructure contribution assessment, at the time the assessment (or the application
being lodged with Council) is made, where a contribution has been made which accords
with the requirement for the relevant network.
•
A self assessable residential use on that land permitted at the time of the assessment.
Existing lawful development will be credited at infrastructure credit rates specified and
expressed as ICUs. In some High Growth Contribution Areas, it is explicitly stated that no
credits are included in the PSP and no credit will be calculated.

1.5.3 Infrastructure Offsets
An offset may be allowed where a developer will undertake trunk infrastructure works that are
part of the PSP. The amount of this offset is to be determined by Council, deducted from the
calculated infrastructure contributions and expressed as ICUs.
A development may be conditioned or agreement reached (via an Infrastructure Agreement) to
supply certain items of trunk infrastructure as part of a development. In such instances, the
value of that infrastructure identified in the relevant PSP, less the amount of any
contingencies, will be offset against the contribution for the relevant network. For example,
where Council has approved the construction of works or dedication of land in fee simple, the
value of these works or land will be offset against the assessed infrastructure contribution
where an agreement is reached with Council to do this.

1.6 Conditioning of Infrastructure Contributions
IPA allows for the imposition of conditions on development approvals requiring contribution of
land, works or money towards the cost of supplying infrastructure in accordance with IPA
Section 6.1.31(c).
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1.7 Payment of Infrastructure Contributions
1.7.1 Timing of Payment
The infrastructure contributions must be paid as follows:
a.
b.
c.

Reconfiguration of a lot – before Council approves the plan of subdivision.
Building application – before the certification of classification for the building work is
issued.
Material change of use – before the change happens.

If a), b) and c) do not apply – as stated in the development approval.

1.7.2 Methods of Payment
Monetary payment can by paid by cash, credit card, EFTPOS or cheque at Council Customer
Service Centres.

1.7.3 Infrastructure Agreements
An Infrastructure Agreement (IA) is an agreement about payment for, or supply of,
infrastructure. Council may consider entering into an IA in certain situations, for example to:
a)
b)

Vary the amount, the timing or the form of payment of an infrastructure contribution (e.g.
to allow the applicant to supply works or land in lieu of part or all of the contribution).
Provide the terms on which a refund would be provided.

IAs may be used in High Growth or Infill Areas when future growth is associated with a single
or limited number of developers and the planning for infrastructure, costing and cost
apportionment can be clearly associated with the development in question.
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2 Study Area
The PSP areas are based on the Doolandella Local Plan. The PSP area covers
approximately 527 hectares (Ha) and includes the suburb of Doolandella and part of Durack.
The boundaries are generally defined by Blunder Creek to the east and south, the suburb of
Forest Lake to the west, and the suburbs of Inala and Durack to the north. The study area is
shown in Figure 2.1.

2.1 Existing Land Uses
Doolandella is located on Brisbane’s urban fringe and has been identified as a strategic
location for future residential development because of:
• Emerging Community land in the area; and
• Good access to major road corridors such as the Ipswich and Logan Motorways and
Blunder Road.
For the purposes of this PSP, existing land uses are considered to include all existing
development, development approvals and applications likely to be approved before the
implementation of the PSP. The existing area classifications for Doolandella include Rural and
Emerging Community land. There is an existing caravan park and some residential
development, particularly west of Blunder Road. At present there are no convenience centres
or other major community facilities. Limited public recreation land exists, with the two existing
parks (Blunder Creek Park and Currawong Street Park) containing no facilities or
embellishments and are ecologically constrained.
Waterways within the area include Blunder Creek and its tributaries. Hanley’s Creek runs to
the north, outside the study area. The area is relatively flat and prone to flooding along Blunder
Creek. Blunder Creek corridor also provides a physical access barrier to suburbs such as
Pallara and Willawong, to the East. The Doolandella area contains approximately 185 ha of
land for urban development once land for roads, habitat and ecological corridors, slope and
waterway corridors is excluded.
The area contains significant remnant and regrowth vegetation. This is located primarily
adjacent to the waterways and gullies of Blunder Creek and along road reserves. Blunder
Creek is a significant wildlife and ecological corridor, and forms part of the Oxley and Blunder
Creeks Green Space system. Valued urban vegetation is located along Rockfield Road,
Redhead Street, Cloverdale Road and Brookside Street.
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3 Forecast development
Forecasts about the character and amount of development provide the basis for Plans for
Infrastructure (PFI) and the cost apportionment that leads to the identification of contributions.
This section explains and presents these forecasts. Development assumptions have been
based on the ultimate use of the land if developed for residential purposes.

3.1 Method of forecasting
The future development has been based on the existing and recently approved development
in the area and an estimate of growth.
The existing development has been based on:
• Census data (ABS 2001) and other estimates by the Australian Bureau of Statistics,
• Doolandella Local Plan and other City Plan designations,
• Analysis of 2001 Aerial photography and land use survey, and
• Field inspections.
The method of calculating future growth has varied according to the different land uses being
considered and is based upon the area available for development within each land use
precinct contained in the Doolandella Local Plan. These land use precincts are shown on
Figure 3.1. The future resident population and dwellings has been based on characteristics of
development such as developable area, the number of dwellings per hectare and occupancy
rates. This defines the holding capacity of the study area and this gives a guide to the longterm population. This has been confirmed through a comparison with the population
projections undertaken by the State using the QSAM forecasting model.
Characteristics of development that affect yield have been derived from an examination of
development sites in the study area. Appendix A documents the assumptions which have
been used to plan infrastructure and calculate contributions for Doolandella.
The likely sequence of development is an important influence in the staging of infrastructure.
This has been undertaken for five-year development cohorts as follows:
• Sequence 1 from mid 2004 to mid 2010
• Sequence 2 from mid 2011 to mid 2015
• Sequence 3 from mid 2016 to mid 2020
Changes in the factors affecting growth could alter the timing or nature of particular
development and hence, the timing of infrastructure and ultimately the contributions.
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3.2 Future development
To simplify the structure and specification of contributions, six specific types of development
have been identified across the area, as follows:
• Very Low Density Residential (5 dwellings/ha),
• Houses (12 dwellings/ha),
• Houses and Multi Unit Dwellings (16 dwellings/ha),
• Multi-Unit Dwellings (25 dwellings/ha),
• Retail, and
• Other Residential (e.g. Caravan Parks).
The characteristics of each of these development types affect the assessment of future
planning data. Section 3.2.1 outlines the characteristics that have been adopted.
Proposed additional areas for a range of land uses in the project area are shown in Table 3.1.
These land uses are based on the Local Plan precincts.
Table 3.1: Planned Areas of Growth
Proposed Land Use
Very Low Density Residential
Houses
Houses and Multi Unit Dwellings
Multi Unit Dwellings
Retail
Other Residential (e.g. Caravan Parks)

Area of Growth
16.9 hectares
117.6 hectares
32.6 hectares
9.9 hectares
0.4 hectares
0 hectares

In determining the developable area, land identified in the PSP as park, road, waterway
corridor, etc is excluded from the area that can be developed.

3.2.1 Residential Development
The Very Low Density Residential precinct contains areas of high scenic and bushland
landscape character value. Accordingly the Doolandella Local Plan contains provisions to
protect and enhance these values. Such provisions include limiting residential development to
a low density of 5 dwellings per hectare, limiting the development footprint to 30 percent of the
site, encouraging cluster dwellings to reduce development footprints, and allowing different lot
sizes and tilting arrangements. These areas are expected to accommodate an additional 84
dwellings by the year 2020. Based on a dwelling occupancy rate of 2.9 per household, the
future population of the Very Low Density Residential precinct is estimated to be 245 persons.
One hectare of the House land use area is expected to yield 12 dwellings. By applying this
rate to the amount of appropriately classified land (Table 3.2[a]), the number of additional
dwellings anticipated is 1411. The occupancy rate is expected at 2.9 persons per dwelling.
Thus, the estimated future population in the Low Density Residential Housing precinct is 4092
persons.
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The Houses and Multi Unit Dwellings development area is proposed as a mix of detached
houses and multi unit dwellings that are close to a convenience centre, community facilities
and public transport nodes. The yield in this classification is based on achieving an outcome in
which 50% of the developable area comprises multi unit dwellings and 50% detached
dwellings on smaller lots. Accordingly the density to be achieved in this classification is an
average of 16 dwellings per developable hectare (based on 11 detached dwellings per hectare
and 21 multi unit dwellings per hectare). The number of additional dwellings likely to be
accommodated by 2020 is 521. With an average occupancy rate for this classification trending
towards 2.5, an additional 1302 persons are expected.
The Multi Unit Dwelling development area contains a mix of detached houses and multi unit
dwellings which are close to a convenience centre, community facilities and public transport
nodes. Accordingly the density to be achieved in this classification is an average of 25
dwellings per developable hectare (comprised of 50% attached and 50% detached dwellings).
The number of additional dwellings likely to be accommodated by 2020 is 248. With an
average occupancy rate of 2.1 an additional 521 persons are expected.
The forecast rates for new residential development (dwellings) are detailed in Table 3.2[a].
Table 3.2[b] identifies the total projected residential population for Doolandella.
Table 3.2[a]: Projected Growth in Residential Development (Dwellings)
Period
Existing
2004 – 2010
2011 – 2015
2016 – 2020
TOTAL
(new)
TOTAL

Very Low
Density
Residential
0
32
53
0

76
774
450
188

Houses &
Multi Unit
Dwellings
0
218
95
207

85

1412

520

248

94

2265

85

1488

520

248

94

2436

Multi Unit
Dwelling

Other
Residential*

TOTAL

0
254
267
0

187
0
0
0

442
3135
1962
1062

Houses

Multi Unit
Dwelling

Other
Residential*

TOTAL

0
121
127
0

94♦
0
0
0

170
1145
725
395

* Includes Caravan Park ♦Includes 94 Caravans (temporary dwellings).

Table 3.2[b]: Projected Future Residential Population
Period
Existing
2004 – 2010
2011 – 2015
2016 – 2020
TOTAL
(new)
TOTAL

Very Low
Density
Residential
0
93
152
0

255
2243
1304
544

Houses &
Multi Unit
Dwellings
0
545
239
518

245

4091

1302

521

0

6159

245

4346

1302

521

187

6601

Houses

Overall, the forecast development to year 2020 provides for an estimated growth in residential
population of approximately 6,160 people, taking the estimated total residential population in
2020 to approximately 6600 people.
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3.2.2 Non-residential Development
There is currently no non-residential development in the area. Up to 0.42 hectares of
convenience centre development is proposed for Doolandella. No industry exists or is
proposed in the area.

3.2.3 Sequence of Development
The potential sequence of development provides a guide for the provision of infrastructure in
Doolandella. The likely sequence is driven by a number of considerations including:
• Recent short term development activity in the area,
• encumbrances on sites and the capacity to put developable packages together,
• the cost of providing new services required by development, and
• the relative demand for and opportunity to provide land appropriate for the market demand.
Taking these factors into consideration, the desirable sequence of development is shown in
Figure 3.2.3.
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4 Overview of Cost Apportionment
Cost apportionment is an equitable way of ensuring that development only pays for its fair
share of infrastructure. It ensures that contributions applied are not more than the proportion of
the cost of the item that can reasonably be apportioned to the premises, taking into account
the likely share of the usage of the item by the premises. This section explains the basis of
cost apportionment, including the scope and valuation of items, the way in which demand from
different types of development has been assessed and the methods used for cost
apportionment. Sections 5 to 7 contain more detail about how these principles have been
applied to the networks included in the Doolandella PSP.

4.1 Plans for Infrastructure
Plans for Infrastructure (PFI) are an essential element of identifying future infrastructure
needs, timing, and costs. Key elements of the Plans for Infrastructure are outlined below.

4.1.1 Scope of Networks and Items
Table 4.1 identifies the networks covered and the general items that are contained in the
Doolandella PSP. Other types of infrastructure, such as those relating to Water Sensitive
Urban Design are also required on individual sites to reduce the demand for external
infrastructure.
Table 4.1: Scope of Infrastructure
Network
Waterways

Transport

Community facilities

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Items

Trunk stormwater drainline
Rehabilitation (Bank Stabilisation)
Channel excavation
Stormwater culverts & weirs
Waterway easement and covenant
Road upgrades
Traffic signals
Public transport facilities
Pedestrian/cycle paths
Acquisition of new public recreation land
Land for other community facilities
Preparation works and Improvements to new and existing
public recreation land

The costs of preparing the PSP and financing the provision of infrastructure are recoverable
within the contributions.

4.1.2 Timing of Infrastructure
The timing of infrastructure is identified within the PFIs, taking into account the likely sequence
of development in Doolandella. The PSP identifies the time periods within which an item is
anticipated to be provided. These times may vary depending upon development, but for the
purposes of discounting and cost apportionment, it has been generally assumed that these
items will be provided in the middle year of the specified period.
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4.1.3 Cost of infrastructure
Planned and existing infrastructure has been valued as follows:
• Planned infrastructure is costed on the basis of preliminary designs and standard
construction rates. Standard construction rates have been inflated for indirect costs,
including contingencies and the cost of project and construction management.
• Infrastructure that was provided with the expectation that part of the funding would be
sourced from infrastructure contributions has been valued at the actual cost. To maintain
contributions at the same rate over the life of the plan, the present value of infrastructure is
used.
• Infrastructure that was provided without the expectation of funding from infrastructure
contributions has been valued at depreciated replacement cost.
• Valuations have been undertaken generally through the area by John Wood and
Associates (2003) for the purposes of valuing land for inclusion in infrastructure
contributions. Factors affecting value such as topography, liability to flooding and recent
sales have all been considered.
The costs of infrastructure stated in this document are real values. Real discount rates are
also used, where required, in the cost apportionment.

4.2 Measures of Development and Demand for Network Capacity
4.2.1 General Provisions
Development creates a demand for infrastructure capacity that differs by land use type and
infrastructure network being considered. It is important, therefore, to be able to describe how
land use generates these different demands and to express this demand in generally
understood and accepted units. Infrastructure contributions will also generally be expressed in
terms of these same units.
Land use is defined in terms of development units. In established areas, these units are
dwellings in the case of residential development and gross floor area (GFA) in the case of nonresidential development. In greenfield areas, development units are ‘developable hectares’ for
both residential and non-residential development. The developable hectare excludes land in
public ownership or required in a PSP or a Plan for Infrastructure, or areas of land removed
through the development assessment process.
Development units are converted into units of demand for specific infrastructure networks by
using a land use and network specific conversion rate. The conversion rate defines the use
made of a network by different types of development. The conversion rate adopts generally
accepted measures of demand within its calculation and these are shown in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2: Measures of Demand for Creating Conversion Rates
Infrastructure Network
Measures of Demand
Water
Peak period litres per second
Sewerage
Peak period litres per second
Waterways
Impervious area in square metres
Transport
Daily trip ends
Community purposes
Square metres of parkland
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Table 4.2 identifies that waterways are treated differently to other networks, in that the
impervious developed area is used as a surrogate for stormwater run-off.
By expressing this demand in relative terms across land uses, a range of different uses can
have their demand defined through a single index, the Unit of Demand. In established areas,
this relative unit of demand is the Equivalent Tenement or ET, and is the consumption of
capacity of a network by one detached dwelling. In green field areas the measure is the
Equivalent Hectare or EH, and is the consumption of the capacity of a network by one
developable hectare of low density detached residential development.
The relationship is expressed in the following equation:
Units of Demand (ETs or EHs) = (conversion rate) x No. of Development Units

4.2.2 Specific Provisions of this PSP
For the purpose of this PSP, the Development Unit is taken to be the developable hectare for
residential development and Gross Floor Area for non-residential development. This is the
area of development excluding land in public ownership that is required for PSP infrastructure,
or identified within a plan for infrastructure, or otherwise removed through the development
assessment process and against which measures of demand are assessed for each
infrastructure network being considered.
When discounting is used, the discount period is the difference between the proposed timing
and the base year. For this PSP the base year is 2001/02.
The measures used to create the conversion rates in this PSP are shown in Table 4.2. The
actual conversion rates are defined within each infrastructure section of this report (Chapters
7, 8 and 9). Other uses can be included on a case by case basis by assessing the relative
consumption of capacity in accordance with Chapters 7,8,and 9.

4.3 Methods of Cost Apportionment
Cost apportionment is undertaken in a three step process, thus:
• determination of the proportion of the cost of an infrastructure item that should be paid for
by development within the PSP area;
• calculation of the contributions, based on the Present Value of the cost of the item and the
Present Value of future development; and
• calculation of infrastructure contribution units.

4.3.1 Step 1 - Assessment of Apportioned Costs
A variety of methods have been used to determine the proportion of the cost of an item that
should be paid by future development within the plan area. The approaches used may include:
• average cost apportionment, where the total cost of existing and planned infrastructure is
apportioned across the combined amount of existing and forecast development. This
approach is generally used in circumstances where the planned infrastructure will increase
the existing standard of service, or where patterns of use change as development or
investment occurs;
• marginal cost apportionment, where the total cost of planned infrastructure is apportioned
across the amount of new development. This approach is appropriate when the
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•

combination of additional development and new development will not increase the
standard of service;
A generic apportionment based on the fair share use of a network by a single unit of
demand, as could be the case of bus stops, shelters and paths.

The cost of preparing the PSP has been apportioned across the amount of new development.
Regardless of which approach is used, part of the cost of an existing or planned item could be
apportioned to users from outside the plan area. New development will not pay the proportion
of the cost of an item that is apportioned to existing development or to development outside
the plan area.

4.3.2 Step 2 - Assessment of Contribution
Contributions have been calculated for each planned item by inputting the result from step 1
into the following formula, except in the case of dot point 3, section 4.3.1:
Infrastructure Contribution =

Present value of the capital cost of apportioned infrastructure
Present value of forecast development

Use of this formula effectively ensures that the Net Present Value of forecast infrastructure
revenue over the timeframe of the plan equates to the Net Present Value of the planned costs
(KPMG Consulting 2001). This PSP and the contribution regime applied are in accordance
with Queensland State Government draft guidelines. In New South Wales, the Independent
Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal (1995) has recommended the use of a similar formula.
A 6% real discount rate has been used for this calculation. A process defined by Christensen
(2001) was used to determine this rate. Factors that were taken into account include risk and
the Weighted Average Cost of Capital.
The total Contribution rate for a Development Unit for a network is the sum of contributions for
items of that type. The contribution rate for each of the specified types of development is then
calculated by multiplying the contribution rate for a Development Unit by the relevant
conversion rate. The total Infrastructure Contribution Rate for each type of development is the
sum of the contributions for each network.

4.3.3 Step 3 – Calculation of Infrastructure Contribution Units
The purpose behind relating an infrastructure contribution (as expressed in current dollar
terms) to an Infrastructure Contribution Unit (or ICU) is to enable dollar values of future
contributions to take account of inflationary factors affecting the future cost of trunk
infrastructure. Calculation of contributions and ICUs for the individual infrastructure networks
are contained in Section 7 Waterways, Section 8 Transport, Section 9 Community Purposes. A
summary contribution table and calculation formulae are contained in Section 10.

4.4 Contribution Areas
As a consequence of the infrastructure requirements identified in Chapters 7, 8 and 9, together
with the apportionment of costs, three contribution areas are proposed to cover the
Doolandella PSP. These are essentially driven by the variation in waterways infrastructure
requirements across the plan area. Figure 4.4 identifies the three contribution areas.
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Doolandella PSP Boundary
Contribution Boundary
Contribution Area 1
Contribution Area 2
Contribution Area 3
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5 Water Supply
The Doolandella PSP does not include water supply contributions.
Infrastructure contributions for water supply infrastructure will be levied through the Water
Supply Infrastructure Contributions Planning Scheme Policy.
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6 Sewerage
The Doolandella PSP does not include sewerage contributions.
Infrastructure contributions for sewerage infrastructure will be levied through the Sewerage
Infrastructure Contributions Planning Scheme Policy.
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7 Waterways
7.1 Background
The Doolandella plan area is predominantly located in the Blunder Creek catchment in the
south west of Brisbane. Blunder Creek, forms the eastern and southern boundary of the
Doolandella Local Plan/PSP area. Approximately 75% of the plan area discharges into this
creek, while the balance area, primarily located in the north, discharges directly into Hanley’s
Creek. There are a number of other waterway corridors traversing the study area, as defined
in Brisbane City Plan 2000.

7.2 Desired Standard of Service
The desired standards of service (DSS) for pipe drainage and overland flow in Brisbane City
Council are based on the Queensland Urban Drainage Manual (QUDM) Supplement which
came into effect in 1994. The QDUM supplement requires the pipe and overland flow to cater
for a Q50 Average Recurrence Interval (ARI) flood event. From 1974 and 1994 the drainage
standard was referred to as the “Blue Book” standard and is generally equivalent to QUDM’s
Q10 ARI flood immunity level. Drainage constructed prior to 1974 was known as “Pre-Blue
Book.”
The DSS requires the overland flow system to convey floodwater from the local catchment for
the 50 year ARI flood event by a combined system of underground pipe drainage, roadway
capacity, natural channels and overland flow paths without adversely impacting on properties
or compromising environmental values associated with the flow path.
The Queensland Urban Drainage Manual (QUDM) states that underground pipe drainage is to
comprise the minor drainage system catering for a 2 year ARI flood event. However due to
the Doolandella area currently being rural residential, the ultimate internal road system is not
known. Therefore to ensure the overland flow system caters for the 50 year ARI, the pipe
drainage has been designed for the 10 year ARI flood event.
Waterway crossings (culverts) for minor roads are required to cater for at least the 10 year ARI
flood event as stated in QUDM. Stormwater run-off is required to meet the Water Quality
Objectives (WQOs) for receiving waters at all times by an appropriate balance of at source
controls and shared infrastructure. Water Quality modelling was performed to determine the
treatment train required to meet the WQOs.

7.3 Units of Demand
For waterways infrastructure, the demand for waterway capacity is related to the impervious
developed area. Because the plan contains a number of quite different types of development,
the demand for future waterway capacity has been normalised by converting the various
demands to a standard unit through the use of conversion rates. The standard unit of demand
is the Equivalent Hectare (or EH). The Equivalent Hectare is the demand for waterway
capacity generated by one hectare of low density residential development (Houses). Table 7.2
identifies the waterway conversion rates for the different types of development anticipated.
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Table 7.2: Calculation of Waterways Conversion Rates
Type of development

Very Low Density
Residential
Houses
Houses and multi
unit dwellings
Multi unit dwellings
Retail
Other Residential
(e.g. Caravan Parks)

Gross area
(m²)

Developable
area (m²)

Impervious
(%)

Impervious
Area (m²)

Conversion
rate

10,000

8,000

0.10

800

0.20

10,000

8,000

0.50

4,000

1.00

10,000

8,000

0.70

5,600

1.40

10,000
10,000

8,000
8,000

0.75
0.90

6,000
7,200

1.50
1.80

10,000

8,000

0.60

4,800

1.20

7.4 Associated Studies and Reports
The following information was utilised to complete the Doolandella waterway investigations:
• Blunder Creek Master Drainage Plan;
• Existing cadastral, 1m contour information and stormwater drainage infrastructure details
(obtained from WebBASX);
• Miscellaneous data from the Infrastructure Contributions Unit (ICU), City Planning (i.e.
sequencing plan, existing costs and existing level of service for pipe drainage and overland
flow); and
• Oxley Creek Catchment Management Plan.

7.5 Existing Infrastructure
The only stormwater infrastructure in Doolandella, are six stormwater culvert crossings and
two minor drainage lines. The existing infrastructure is undersized for the ultimate catchment
development. The following components of the waterway (stormwater) system have been
assessed:
• waterway corridors;
• waterway crossings (culverts);
• trunk stormwater drainage;
• water quality;
• rehabilitation of waterway corridors; and
• detention basins.

7.5.1 Waterway Corridors
The main waterway in the Doolandella area, which most of the catchment discharges into is
Blunder Creek. There are a number of waterway corridors traversing the Doolandella PSP
area, as defined in Brisbane City Plan 2000 that are within private lands and will need to be
hydraulically modelled to comply with the Desired Standards of Service. The existing
waterways are shown in Figure 7.4.1
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7.5.2 Waterway Crossings
Of the six stormwater culvert crossings located within the Doolandella PSP area, two will
require upgrading and the remaining four will be made redundant as they will be replaced with
proposed trunk drainage. The two culvert crossings that require resizing to comply with the
Desired Standards of Service are located in Redhead Street and Cloverdale Road.

7.5.3 Trunk Stormwater Drainage
All new stormwater drainage lines will be required for the Doolandella ultimate catchment
development. Each existing lot must be within 200 metres of a trunk drainage line.

7.5.4 Water Quality Infrastructure
No regional water quality devices have been recommended for the Doolandella Infrastructure
Contributions Area. All developments within the area are to incorporate Water Sensitive
Urban Design. Stormwater run-off is required to meet the water quality objectives for receiving
waters, at all times by at source controls.

7.5.5 Waterway Rehabilitation (Bank Stabilisation)
Rehabilitation is defined, in the Natural Channel Design Guidelines (BCC, 2000), as the
provision of stormwater conveyance using natural channel design (NCD) principles on Council
property. The intent of such guidelines is to maintain stormwater conveyance and bank
stability while maximising the environmental potential. The need to rehabilitate riparian land in
the area was assessed and, to meet the Desired Standards of Service, the plan identifies
opportunities to improve the condition and connectivity of vegetation along the corridors to
improve water quality, aquatic biodiversity and waterway health.
There are several overland flow paths with Doolandella that are virtually untouched. An old
sand mining site south of Brookside Street, on Blunder Creek, requires rehabilitation by the
property owners. No further rehabilitation of the sand mine site have been proposed as part of
the Local Plan or Planning Scheme Policy.

7.5.6 Detention Basins
There are no regional detention basins currently located in Doolandella. No regional detention
basins are recommended or proposed for the area as part of the Local Plan and Planning
Scheme Policy.

7.6 Future Demand
Urban redevelopment in the area can increase demand for stormwater infrastructure by
increasing the volume and velocity of stormwater run-off in turn modifying the position and
nature of overland flow paths and increasing pollutant loads on downstream receiving waters.
New development in the plan area is expected to result in an increase in the amount of
impervious area. Drainage works will be required to increase flood protection for properties.
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7.7 Planned Infrastructure
The assessment of the existing infrastructure system in Section 7.4 identified infrastructure
items that do not comply with the relevant Desired Standards of Service. Increased
development will require infrastructure to be upgraded or constructed. Planned waterway
infrastructure and improvements are shown in Figure 7.6.

7.7.1

Future Waterway Corridors

Extensive modelling revealed that the existing overland flow paths were very wide and
shallow. The widths of these waterway corridors have been reduced to the widths outlined in
Table 7.3, to account for channel works as a result of development.
Table 7.3: Waterway Corridor Widths
Location
Upstream of Redhead Street
Redhead Street and Cloverdale Road
Cloverdale Street to Blunder Creek
Small tributary parallel to Cloverdale Road
Tributary north east of Blunder Road

Waterway Corridor Widths (m)
15
35
55
15
20

Stormwater modelling has identified the need to protect waterway corridors draining into
Blunder Creek. The management of private waterways in the Doolandella area will be
achieved by the establishment of easements and covenants along the waterways connecting
with Blunder Creek (Table 7.3 & Figure 7.6.2). This will ensure that necessary works will be
undertaken to:
• increase waterway depths to minimise flood risks;
• connect trunk drainage to a lawful point for stormwater discharge; and
• maintain the natural corridor so that filtration and permeation of stormwater is facilitated.
Channel excavation and five weirs will be required along the tributary south of Redhead Street
in Contribution Area 2. The weirs are necessary in slowing water velocity, which in turn
reduces the risk of bank erosion. These works will also enable the rehabilitation of riparian
vegetation.
Development applicants will need to demonstrate that the following issues have been
adequately addressed:
• compliance with development yields of the Local Plan and Planning Scheme Policy;
• determination of the lawful point of discharge for stormwater;
• maintenance of overland flow paths and other waterway corridors (in some cases in
accordance with a waterway covenant);
• the on site application of water sensitive urban design principles; and
• management of stormwater run-off to ensure no adverse flood impacts.

7.7.2 Future Waterway Culvert Crossings
Two waterway culvert crossings require upgrading to meeting the Desired Standards of
Service (Figure 7.6.2). The required hydraulic level of service to be provided at each waterway
crossing was determined on road classifications. The two culvert crossings are located on
minor roads and are to be of a fauna friendly design.
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Future culvert crossing upgrades are summarised in Table 7.4.
Table 7.4: Waterway (Culvert) Crossing Upgrades
Location

Existing Structure

Future Structure

Redhead St
Cloverdale Rd

1x (1200 x 600) RCBC
1x (1200 dia) RCP

2x (900 x 900) RCBC
3x (1500 x 1500) RCBC

Assumed Flood
Standard (ARI)
10 yr
50 yr

7.7.3 Future Trunk Stormwater Drainage Requirements
Wherever future development is anticipated within the PSP area, the need for additional trunk
drainage infrastructure has been assessed. Additional trunk drainage (pipes, manholes and
gullies) has been sized to service developable lots wherever existing infrastructure:
• does not exist within 200m of the site; or
• does not have sufficient capacity to convey run-off from the developed catchment.
Several locations were identified within the PSP area where additional trunk drainage
infrastructure is planned. These locations are detailed in Figure 7.6.2 and Table 7.5.
Table 7.5: Trunk Stormwater Drainage Upgrades
Contribution
Location
Pipe Diameter (mm)
Area

2

3

1

Trunk Drainage Line 1:
Cloverdale Road
Trunk Drainage Line 2:
North of Cloverdale Road
Trunk Drainage Line 3:
Redhead Street
Trunk Drainage Line 4:
Doolandella & Forest Lake
Boundary
Trunk Drainage Line 5:
Crossacres Street
Trunk Drainage Line 6:
Inala & Doolandella Boundary
Trunk Drainage Line 7:
Blunder Road
Trunk Drainage Line 8:
North of Brookside Road
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Length (m)

825-1650

480

750-1200

480

900-1200

140

900-1650

480

675-1050

300

675-1650

650

675-1500

460

1050-1500

380
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7.7.4 Future Water Quality
Water quality modelling was performed to determine the treatment train required to meet the
water quality objectives. Roads account for a significant percentage of the overall impervious
area within a typical urban catchment and can generate a number of waterborne pollutants
that can adversely impact on receiving waters. Careful planning of road alignments
incorporating water sensitive urban design elements can mitigate the impact of stormwater
run-off from roadways. As such all roads within the study area require swales and bioretention systems.
There is a need to provide stormwater quality treatment devices, such as Gross Pollutant
Traps (GPTs), to reduce pollutant loads. Developments will still need to demonstrate that the
overall stormwater system can deliver water quality at the site outfalls. The Doolandella Local
Plan identifies that stormwater must be detained and reused at its discharge point on sites to
reduce the impact of run-off downstream. Rainwater Tanks with a minimum capacity of 3000
litres can be used to achieve this.

7.7.5 Future Waterway Rehabilitation (Bank Stabilisation)
Rehabilitation is planned for 1.5km of the Blunder Creek Waterway Corridor, adjacent to
L.3/RP92133, L.7/RP854373, L.8/SP123330, L.9/SP123331. Rehabilitation for the remaining
Blunder Creek corridor is a condition of the Doolandella Local Plan, and as such where a
development site contains land within the habitat and ecological corridor, the corridor is to be
revegetated, stabilised and transferred to Council for public ownership. Rehabilitation at a rate
of $500/m is to be undertaken along the tributary south of Redhead Street in Contribution Area
2, as a result of channel work. Rehabilitation will involve bank stabilisation through the
preparation of the site for tree planting, vegetation, watering, fertilising and mulching. No
rehabilitation of the sand mine site has been proposed as part of the Local Plan and Planning
Scheme Policy.

7.8 Waterway Cost Apportionment
New development in Doolandella has created a need for the provision of waterway
infrastructure. There is no use of planned items, from development outside of the plan area,
so a marginal cost and apportionment process has been adopted for creating contributions.
For the purposes of analysis and cost apportionment, the contributions have been calculated
on a waterway catchment basis for each contribution area. Table 7.6[a] provides a summary
of the cost of future pipe infrastructure for waterways that are shown in Figure 7.7[a].
Appendix B provides a detailed breakdown of the components of each infrastructure item and
the apportionment of costs to future development.
For infrastructure work provided in accordance with the PSP (a BCC responsibility not a
private responsibility), the value of the infrastructure item, as detailed in Table 7.6[a] and the
Appendix, will be offset against the contribution for the related infrastructure system.
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Table 7.6[a]: Waterways Drainline Infrastructure Summary
Pipe
ID

DESCRIPTIONº

TRUNK DRAINLINE 1 (Cloverdale Rd)
1-1 Supply, excavate, lay and joint 825mm diam RCP
1-2 Supply, excavate, lay and joint 900mm diam RCP
1-3 Supply, excavate, lay and joint 1050mm diam RCP
1-4 Supply, excavate, lay and joint 1200mm diam RCP
1-5 Supply, excavate, lay and joint 1350mm diam RCP
1-6 Supply, excavate, lay and joint 1500mm diam RCP
1-7 Supply, excavate, lay and joint 1650mm diam RCP
Supply and construct manholes
Full Gully - 3.6m Lintel
Trunk Drainline 1 Cost Estimate
Cloverdale Road CULVERTS
Supply, excavate and lay 3*(1500 x 900) RCBC
Cloverdale Road CULVERTS Cost Estimate
TRUNK DRAIN 2 (North of Cloverdale Road)
2-1 Supply, excavate, lay and joint 750mm diam RCP
2-2 Supply, excavate, lay and joint 825mm diam RCP
2-3 Supply, excavate, lay and joint 900mm diam RCP
2-4 Supply, excavate, lay and joint 1050mm diam RCP
2-5 Supply, excavate, lay and joint 1200mm diam RCP
Supply and construct manholes
Full Gully - 3.6m Lintel
Outlets
Trunk Drainline 2 Cost Estimate
TRUNK DRAIN 3 (Redhead St)
3-1 Supply, excavate, lay and joint 900mm diam RCP
3-2 Supply, excavate, lay and joint 1050mm diam RCP
3-3 Supply, excavate, lay and joint 1200mm diam RCP
Supply and construct manholes
Full Gully - 3.6m Lintel
Trunk Drainline 3 Cost Estimate
Redhead St CULVERTS
Supply, excavate and lay 2*(1200 x 600) RCBC
Redhead St CULVERTS Cost Estimate
TRUNK DRAIN 4 (Forest Lake/Doolandella Boundary)
4-1 Supply, excavate, lay and joint 900mm diam RCP
4-2 Supply, excavate, lay and joint 1050mm diam RCP
4-3 Supply, excavate, lay and joint 1200mm diam RCP
4-4 Supply, excavate, lay and joint 1350mm diam RCP
4-5 Supply, excavate, lay and joint 1500mm diam RCP
4-6 Supply, excavate, lay and joint 1650mm diam RCP
Supply and construct manholes
Full Gully - 3.6m Lintel
Trunk Drainline 4 Cost Estimate
TRUNK DRAIN 5 (Crossacres St)
5-1 Supply, excavate, lay and joint 675mm diam RCP
5-2 Supply, excavate, lay and joint 750mm diam RCP
5-3 Supply, excavate, lay and joint 825mm diam RCP
5-4 Supply, excavate, lay and joint 900mm diam RCP
5-5 Supply, excavate, lay and joint 1050mm diam RCP
Supply and construct manholes
Full Gully - 3.6m Lintel
Trunk Drainline 5 Cost Estimate

RATE QUANTITY
($)
(m)
560
625
790
860
1,000
1,060
1,190
3,000
2,080

50
50
50
50
55
130
100
9
9

COST
($)
28,000
31,250
39,500
43,000
55,000
137,800
119,000
27,000
18,720

COST +
COST OF PIPES*
COST +
Contingency
(including gullies,
Design (7%)
(30%)
manholes & outlets)
36,400
40,625
51,350
55,900
71,500
179,140
154,700
35,100
24,336

38,948
43,469
54,945
59,813
76,505
191,680
165,529
37,557
26,040

48,000
53,000
64,000
69,000
86,000
201,000
175,000

696,000
1,590

60

286,200

372,060

398,104

398,000
398,000

470
560
625
790
860
3,000
2,080
3,000

60
60
60
120
180
6
7
1

28,200
33,600
37,500
94,800
154,800
18,000
14,560
3,000

36,660
43,680
48,750
123,240
201,240
23,400
18,928
3,900

39,226
46,738
52,163
131,867
215,327
25,038
20,253
4,173

49,000
57,000
62,000
142,000
225,000

535,000
625
790
860
3,000
2,080

60
50
30
4
10

37,500
39,500
25,800
12,000
20,800

48,750
51,350
33,540
15,600
27,040

52,163
54,945
35,888
16,692
28,933

67,000
70,000
51,000

188,000
882

40

105,840

137,592

147,223

147,000
147,000

625
790
860
1,000
1,060
1,190
3,000
2,080

50
50
50
25
75
240
7
13

31,250
39,500
43,000
25,000
79,500
285,600
21,000
27,040

40,625
51,350
55,900
32,500
103,350
371,280
27,300
35,152

43,469
54,945
59,813
34,775
110,585
397,270
29,211
37,613

55,000
66,000
71,000
46,000
122,000
408,000

768,000
405
470
560
625
790
3,000
2,080

35
35
35
35
165
5
7

14,175
16,450
19,600
21,875
130,350
15,000
14,560

18,428
21,385
25,480
28,438
169,455
19,500
18,928

19,717
22,882
27,264
30,428
181,317
20,865
20,253

28,000
31,000
35,000
39,000
190,000

323,000
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Pipe
ID

DESCRIPTIONº

TRUNK DRAIN 6 (Inala/Doolandella Boundary)
6-1 Supply, excavate, lay and joint 675mm diam RCP
6-2 Supply, excavate, lay and joint 825mm diam RCP
6-3 Supply, excavate, lay and joint 900mm diam RCP
6-4 Supply, excavate, lay and joint 1050mm diam RCP
6-5 Supply, excavate, lay and joint 1200mm diam RCP
6-6 Supply, excavate, lay and joint 1350mm diam RCP
6-7 Supply, excavate, lay and joint 1500mm diam RCP
6-8 Supply, excavate, lay and joint 1650mm diam RCP
Supply and construct manholes
Full Gully - 3.6m Lintel
Outlets
Trunk Drainline 6 Cost Estimate
TRUNK DRAIN 7 (Blunder Road)
7-1 Supply, excavate, lay and joint 675mm diam RCP
7-2 Supply, excavate, lay and joint 750mm diam RCP
7-3 Supply, excavate, lay and joint 825mm diam RCP
7-4 Supply, excavate, lay and joint 900mm diam RCP
7-5 Supply, excavate, lay and joint 1050mm diam RCP
7-6 Supply, excavate, lay and joint 1200mm diam RCP
7-7 Supply, excavate, lay and joint 1350mm diam RCP
7-8 Supply, excavate, lay and joint 1500mm diam RCP
Supply and construct manholes
Full Gully - 3.6m Lintel
Outlets
Trunk Drainline 7 Cost Estimate
TRUNK DRAIN 8 (Brookside Road)
8-1 Supply, excavate, lay and joint 1050mm diam RCP
8-2 Supply, excavate, lay and joint 1200mm diam RCP
8-3 Supply, excavate, lay and joint 1350mm diam RCP
8-4 Supply, excavate, lay and joint 1500mm diam RCP
Supply and construct manholes
Full Gully - 3.6m Lintel
Outlets
Trunk Drainline 8 Cost Estimate
TOTAL COST ESTIMATE

RATE QUANTITY
($)
(m)
405
560
625
790
860
1,000
1,060
1,190
3,000
2,080
10,000

30
30
30
30
50
60
120
310
9
7
1

COST
($)
12,150
16,800
18,750
23,700
43,000
60,000
127,200
368,900
27,000
14,560
10,000

COST +
COST OF PIPES*
COST +
Contingency
(including gullies,
Design (7%)
(30%)
manholes & outlets)
15,795
21,840
24,375
30,810
55,900
78,000
165,360
479,570
35,100
18,928
13,000

16,901
23,369
26,081
32,967
59,813
83,460
176,935
513,140
37,557
20,253
13,910

26,000
32,000
35,000
42,000
69,000
92,000
186,000
522,000

1,004,000
405
470
560
625
790
860
1,000
1,060
3,000
2,080
5,000

30
30
30
30
90
90
90
95
10
7
1

12,150
14,100
16,800
18,750
71,100
77,400
90,000
100,700
30,000
14,560
5,000

15,795
18,330
21,840
24,375
92,430
100,620
117,000
130,910
39,000
18,928
6,500

16,901
19,613
23,369
26,081
98,900
107,663
125,190
140,074
41,730
20,253
6,955

26,000
28,000
32,000
35,000
108,000
116,000
134,000
149,000

628,000
790
860
1,000
1,060
3,000
2,080
5,000

95
95
95
95
10
10
1

75,050
81,700
95,000
100,700
30,000
20,800
5,000

97,565
106,210
123,500
130,910
39,000
27,040
6,500

104,395
113,645
32,145
140,074
41,730
28,933
6,955

124,000
133,000
152,000
159,000

568,000
5,255,000

*2003/04 costs
ºPipe diameters sized using on-grade mannings calcs
Slopes estimated upon 1m contour information
Rates obtained from BCC standard schedule
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7.9 Waterways Infrastructure Contribution
Table 7.6[b], 7.6[c] and 7.6[d] summarise the Waterways contribution and crediting structure in
terms of Infrastructure Contribution Units (ICUs) by Contribution Area. Credits may apply for
existing lawful development.
Table 7.6[b]: Waterways Infrastructure Contribution Area 1 – Blunder Creek Catchment
(ICUs / Development Unit)
Type of Development
Contribution
Credit
Very Low Density Residential
5,167/Ha
Houses
25,836/Ha
2,146/dwelling
Houses and multi unit dwellings
36,170/Ha
2,254/dwelling
Multi unit dwellings
38,753/Ha
1,545/dwelling
Retail
9.30/m² GFA
9.27/m² GFA
Other Residential (eg. Caravan Parks)
31,003/Ha
1,236/dwelling
Table 7.6[c]: Waterways Infrastructure Contribution Area
Waters/Blunder Creek Catchment (ICUs / Development Unit)
Type of Development
Contribution
Very Low Density Residential
10,233/Ha
Houses
51,165/Ha
Houses and multi unit dwellings
71,630/Ha
Multi unit dwellings
76,747/Ha
Retail
18.42/m² GFA
Other Residential (eg. Caravan Parks)
61,398/Ha

2

–

Doolandella

Credit
4,249/dwelling
4,462/dwelling
1,545/dwelling
18.36/m² GFA
2,448/dwelling

Table 7.6[d]: Waterways Infrastructure Contribution Area 3 – Hanley’s Creek Catchment
Contributions (ICUs / Development Unit)
Type of Development
Contribution
Credit
Very Low Density Residential
11,270/Ha
Houses
56,351/Ha
4,674/dwelling
Houses and multi unit dwellings
78,891/Ha
4,908/dwelling
Multi unit dwellings
84,526/Ha
3,365/dwelling
Retail
20.29/m² GFA
20.19/m² GFA
Other Residential (eg. Caravan Parks)
67,621/Ha
2,692/dwelling
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8 Transport
In developing the future transport requirements, the following systems have been considered:
• the Council road system,
• the public transport system, and
• the pedestrian and bicycle path system.

8.1 Desired Standards of Service
The desired standards of service for transport infrastructure is defined in terms of planning
criteria, design criteria, user benefit and environmental effect in the Infill Transport
Infrastructure Contributions PSP.

8.2 Units of Demand
The demand for transport infrastructure varies between different types of land use. Trip
generation is related to household size and vehicle ownership. Higher dwelling densities
results in a larger number of trips per hectare. Commercial development also generates
demands at a higher rate than residential.
The demand for transport capacity can be expressed for different types of development by
normalising demand relative to trip generating characteristics. The Unit of Demand used is
daily trip ends by each land use type. The way this is undertaken is presented in Table 8.1.
The generation of trips per hectare is shown with the conversion rate to relate each use to Low
Density Residential Housing.
Table 8.1: Private Vehicle Conversion Rates
Type of development
Very Low Density Residential
Houses
Houses and multi unit dwellings
Multi unit dwellings
Retail
Other Residential (e.g. Caravan Parks)

Trips/Ha
34
83
96
125
600
125

Conversion Rate
0.4
1.0
1.1
1.5
7.2
1.5

The use of paths and public transport infrastructure follows different relationships to roads and
these are identified in Sections 8.5 Cost Apportionment.

8.3 Existing Infrastructure
8.3.1 The Existing Road System
A hierarchy of roads has been developed for the City to assist with decisions regarding the
planning, management and maintenance of Brisbane’s road system. Table 8.2 provides a
complete description of the functional hierarchy of roads adopted by Council. This hierarchy is
important in managing expected traffic growth in the Doolandella area.
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Table 8.2: Road Classification and Function
Volumes
Classification

Motorway

Arterial Route

Suburban Route

District Access

Neighbourhood
Access
Local Access

Function
Major inter-city and regional linkages which carry high volumes
of vehicles at high speeds with no property access. Usually
controlled by the State Government.
Link major centres of the city and carry high volumes of traffic.
They form the major links in the city’s bus and freight system.
Preferably no direct property access.
Connect arterial routes in and around suburbs and carry
moderate traffic volumes. They are important links for public
transport and inter-suburban freight.
Carry local traffic into a suburb or district at lower speeds. They
often access community facilities such as schools and shops
and are usually ideal for bike lanes, footpaths, pedestrian
crossings, on-street parking and bus stops.
Comprise the bulk of streets within residential areas and are
important for access to individual properties and may be used for
a local community bus service. No through traffic.
Provide individual property access and are pedestrian and cyclist
friendly.

(vehicles/
day)

Speeds

> 30000

100 or 110
km/h

> 20000

60 to 100
km/h

> 10000

60 to 80
km/h

Up to 10000

50 or 60
km/h

< 3000

40 km/h

< 1000

40 km/h

The major roads in the Doolandella area are Blunder Road (Arterial Route) and Crossacres
Street (District Access). Other relevant roads include Rockfield Road (Neighbourhood Access)
and Cloverdale Road (Neighbourhood Access).
Blunder Road is the main transport corridor through the study area, running in a north south
direction. It currently carries approximately 15,000 vehicles per day. It is the focus of current
and proposed developments, with a four lane upgrade south of Crossacres Street to Blunder
Creek by 2010. Primarily Blunder Road provides a link between the Logan Motorway to the
south of Doolandella (via Wadeville Street and Stapylton Road) and the Ipswich Motorway to
the north of Doolandella.
Crossacres Street provides a connection through to Josephs Banks Avenue and Forest Lake.
This street provides for east-west movement through the area and carries approximately 5,000
vehicles per day.

8.3.2 Existing Public Transport
At present, there are no public transport services in Doolandella. Darra Station on the Ipswich
Line is the nearest train station. It is located approximately nine kilometres north-west of
Doolandella. Buses operate between the neighbouring areas of Inala and Forest Lake and the
City. The current semi-rural nature of the area means that private transport is the predominant
mode of transport for residents.
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8.3.3 Existing Bicycle and Footpath System
There are currently no on-road or off road bike paths within Doolandella. The few pedestrian
facilities that exist are part of the more recently developed area in the north of Doolandella,
with Currawong Street having footpaths. An off-road bikeway runs along the southern bank of
Blunder Creek outside the study area to the south of Doolandella, following the direction of
Carolina Parade.

8.4 Planned Infrastructure
8.4.1 Future Demand
New development in the area is anticipated to generate in excess of 15,396 additional daily
vehicle trips. The assessment of travel patterns indicates that the greater proportion of these
trips is destined for Brisbane CBD and intervening destinations to the north of Doolandella and
South to the State controlled Logan Motorway.
Table 8.3 provides a breakdown of projected population, average household size for each
residential type and projected number of trips per hectare. This is based on the following
equation:
Vehicle trips per Hectare = Occupancy rate × average number of trips per person (3.1) × No.
of dwellings × mode share (0.77).
The 3.1 average number of trips per person per day is a worldwide adopted standard. This
includes trips by all modes:
• Motor Vehicle,
• Walking,
• Cycling, and
• Public Transport.
The 0.77 average vehicular mode share equals is a Brisbane city wide average.
Table 8.3: Vehicle Trips per Hectare (current mode share)
Occupancy Rate
Dwelling Type
Trips/Ha Total Trips
(per dwelling)
Very Low Density Residential
2.9
34
592
Houses
2.9
83
9760
Houses and multi unit dwellings
2.5
96
3795
Multi unit dwellings
2.1
125
1249
Retail*
n/a
600
150
Other Residential (eg. Caravan Parks)
2.1
125
1249
* Neighbourhood Centre of 1000m² GFA on 0.42 Ha

In order to support growth, new transport infrastructure, upgrades and improvements are
required in the area. These are detailed in the following sections. Figure 8.4.1 outlines the
future transport strategy for Doolandella.
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8.4.2 Future Road Requirements
The existing road system will require upgrades and additions in order to support future
development and population growth. These requirements are presented in Appendix C: Table
8.4.2. The future road system is to have the following characteristics:
•

through traffic from the north and south along Blunder Road, to and from the west along
Crossacres St and to and from the east and west along Inala Avenue. There will be no
other vehicular penetration into the area.

•

no direct lot access to Blunder Road, Crossacres Street, Brookside Street and Inala
Avenue. All other roads will have direct lot access.

•

traffic signals at the intersections of Blunder Road and Inala Avenue, Peacock Street,
Cloverdale Road and Crossacres Street. All other intersections with Blunder Road will be
‘T’ junctions.

•

developers are required to construct Local Access and Neighbourhood Access roads and
contribute towards the upgrade of the District Access routes and other higher order roads.

•

newly constructed roads throughout the area will be designed to accommodate water
sensitive urban design measures and kerbs.

Brookside Street
Brookside Street is intended to eventually link through to Pallara. This long term option has
not been included in the Doolandella PSP. However, a road corridor, for the extension of
Brookside Street to Pallara, is to be protected for when Pallara develops. The future design of
this road will incorporate fauna crossings, such as glider poles, wet and dry culverts or rope
bridges, depending on further detailed investigations.
Asphalt Standardisation
Included in the road costings is a contribution for the standardisation of the asphalt surface on
all Neighbourhood Access roads to be upgraded. These roads include Cloverdale Road,
Rockfield Road and Redhead Street. As such, this contribution applies only for Contribution
Area 2/3.
The total cost of sealing all of the above upgraded roads west of Blunder Road is estimated to
be $486,000. The contribution per Ha is $5250.00.

8.4.3 Future Public Transport
The aggregate population growth of the Forest Lake-Doolandella area may be sufficient to
support an additional CityXpress or CityTrans bus service routes in the area which would
service Doolandella. Additional Public Transport service timing is unknown and will be
reviewed as residential development occurs. However, Public Transport infrastructure is
planned for an existing and future service.

8.4.4 Future Path System
In accordance with the Doolandella Local Plan, a shared pedestrian and cyclist path is to be
constructed, along the Blunder Creek ecological corridor and transferred to Council when
Rural land east of Blunder road is developed for residential purposes. Table 8.4.4 details this
and other shared off-road, recreational pedestrian and cyclist paths planned for Doolandella.
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Table 8.4: Future Shared Off-Road Path Improvements
Path
Blunder Creek
(Sth of Cloverdale Rd)
Blunder Road
Brookside Street
Environmental Corridor
(By Developers)
Environmental Corridor
(By BCC)

Peacock Street

Length Unit Cost
(m)
($/m)
Existing Creek path to Blunder
470
350
Ck crossing
Blunder Ck to Brookside St
890
250
(eastern side)
Blunder Rd to Ecological
700
250
Corridor (southern side)
In Road Reserve
2200
250
Extents

Proposed District Pk (Lots
8/SP123330 & 9/SP123331) &
existing Blunder Ck Pk (Lot
7/RP854373)
Blunder Rd to Ecological
Corridor
Existing Forest Lake path to
local street
Rockfield Road to Inala

South East of
Cloverdale Road
Wallaby Ct Ped. Link
(paths, signage, kerb
ramps)
Glasshouse Cr Ped.
Cloverdale Road to Forest
Link (paths, signage etc) Lake

Total Unit Cost Total
Cost
($/m)
Cost ($)
164,500
350
177,800
222,500

250

142,500

175,000

250

157,500

550,000

250

550,000

700

300

210,000

300

210,000

250

250

62,500

250

62,500

250

62,500

250

20,000

20,000

On-road commuter bike lanes are intended for Blunder Road, Crossacres Street, Rockfield
Road, Cloverdale Street and Brookside Street (northern side) as they are upgraded. The
provision of cyclist paths along these roads is included in the road upgrade costs. All new
Neighbourhood Access and Local Access routes will have pedestrian and cyclist paths.
Pedestrian path linkages to Forest Lake and Inala are proposed and the western end of
Cloverdale Road and the northern end of Rockfield Road.

8.5 Transport Cost Apportionment
The Doolandella PSP has defined two contribution areas for Council’s Transport infrastructure.
These infrastructure contributions are for Council controlled roads, kerb and channel,
intersection improvements, public transport facilities and the path system where not identified
in the Local Plan and PSP as a developer responsibility only. New development will be
required to contribute its fair share towards its use of these facilities.

8.5.1 Road Contributions
Road contributions have been calculated according to the use of the road system. Brisbane
City Council’s Strategic Transport Model has been used to assess the proportion of each
Council road that would be used by individual development areas (traffic zones) in the
Doolandella PSP area.
The current (net present) replacement cost of each road type is associated with each link in
the modelled system. This also takes into account the capacity of each link and the number of
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vehicle trips that should share the cost. By doing this the cost of providing a single vehicle trip
can be calculated from the links that are used.
The model identifies all the District Access and higher routes included in each traffic zone to
determine the daily travel (trips) each zone generates. By ascribing the cost of using each link
in the routes identified by the model, the overall cost of accommodating the travel for each
traffic zone can be assessed, in ‘present’ terms. This can be expressed mathematically as
follows:
Cost of road space consumed = SUM for all links (P[Lm]I × NPV of Lm) where;
NPV of Lm is the net present value of the cost of supplying link m, and
P(Lm)i = V(Lm)I ÷ C(Lm) where;
Lm is link m,
P(Lm)i is the proportion of road link m that is used by small area i
V(Lm)i is the daily traffic volume on link m contributed by small area i, and
C(Lm) is either the practical or environmental capacity of road link m, depending on its
function.
To properly apportion costs to land uses, the total cost of consuming the roads as defined
above needs to be apportioned to the land uses at both ends of the trip. By doing this, the true
contribution per daily trip for traffic zone i can be calculated by apportioning half the present
value of road space consumed across the present value of daily trips generated by the zone.
The present value of trips generated can be determined by discounting the marginal
increments of growth in daily trip generation, by the appropriate discount factors. This
formulation generates a contribution in ‘real’ terms per daily ‘trip end’ for each traffic zone.
The above calculations have been completed for the roads in the study area that provide
linkage with the overall road system. The roads include Blunder Road, Crossacres Street, and
Inala Avenue. Doolandella is represented by two zones in the model. The cost of each trip
end in Zone 982 (east of Blunder Road) is $267 and the cost of each trip end in Zone 979
(west of Blunder Road) is $250. Table 8.5 shows the number of road trips generated by each
development type for the two Transport Contribution Areas in terms of Infrastructure
Contribution Units (ICUs).
Table 8.5: Road Infrastructure Contributions
Contribution Area 1
Development Type
(ICUs )
Very Low Density Residential
8,573/Ha
Houses
20,331/Ha
Houses and multi unit dwellings
23,271/Ha
Multi unit dwellings
30,619/Ha
Retail
29.39/m² GFA
Other Residential (eg. Caravan Parks)
30,619/Ha
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8.5.2 Path Contributions
The assessment of the path Contribution is based upon path facilities being shared between
cyclists and pedestrians. These shared trips are known as composite cycle and walk trips.
A ‘composite trip’ is then defined by the characteristics of and propensity to make a cycle or
walk trip. For Doolandella there is a propensity to make twice as many walk trips as cycle trips
but cycle trips are, on average 6 kilometres long and walk trips are 2 kilometres. Based on
this, a composite trip is, on average, 3.3 kilometres long.
It costs $200 a lineal metre to build a shared path; which in the Doolandella area has a
practical capacity of 500 pedestrians or cyclists per day. It follows then that the cost of
providing for this trip is:
=
$1320
3300 x 200
500
The cost apportioned to each trip end is $660.
One residential dwelling in Doolandella generates, on average, 9 pedestrian trips per day, of
which 10% are composite trips. It follows then that one residential dwelling generates
approximately one composite trip each day. Therefore, the path contribution for a residential
dwelling is $660.
Table 8.6 shows the number of path trips generated by each development type for all
Transport Contribution Areas (one contribution) in terms of Infrastructure Contribution Units
(ICUs).
Table 8.6: Path Infrastructure Contributions
Type of Development
Very Low Density Residential
Houses
Houses and multi unit dwellings
Multi unit dwellings
Retail
Other Residential (eg. Caravan Parks)

All Contribution Areas (ICUs)
3,028/Ha
7,266/Ha
9,688/Ha
15,138/Ha
11.17/m² GFA
15,138/Ha

8.5.3 Public Transport Contributions
Bus stops and shelters are the only contributions that will be levied for public transport
infrastructure in this PSP. Because they will be used by both existing and future development,
the contribution is based upon the cost being apportioned to the catchment supported by a bus
stop.
The catchment of a bus stop is taken to be 400 metres, so it supports about 50 hectares of
development, or about 600 dwellings. A bus stop and shelter costs $6500 to provide in the
Doolandella Area. The contribution per household is therefore $10. For retail development this
translates into $0.21/m² GFA. These contribution rates are expressed for each development
type in terms of Infrastructure Contribution Units (ICUs) by developable hectare (EH) in Table
8.7. The same contribution rate applies to all Doolandella Transport Contribution Areas (one
contribution).
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Table 8.7: Public Transport Infrastructure Contributions
Type of Development
All Contribution Areas (ICUs)
Very Low Density Residential
46/Ha
Houses
110/Ha
Houses and multi unit dwellings
147/Ha
Multi unit dwellings
229/Ha
Retail
0.33/m² GFA
Other Residential (e.g. Caravan Parks)
229/Ha

8.6 Transport Infrastructure Contribution
Tables 8.8[a] and 8.8[b] summarise the Transport charging and crediting structure in terms of
Infrastructure Contribution Units (ICUs) by Contribution Area and development type. Credits
may apply for existing lawful development. Appendix C provides the details on how the
Transport contributions were developed for the future development. For infrastructure work
provided in accordance with the PSP (a BCC responsibility not a private responsibility), the
value of the infrastructure item, as detailed in the Appendix, will be offset against the
contribution for the related infrastructure network.
Table 8.8[a]: Transport Infrastructure Contribution Area 1 (ICUs / Development Unit)
Contribution
Type of Development
Credit
Roads Paths P.T
Total
Very Low Density Residential
8,573 3,028
46 11,647/Ha
Houses
20,331 7,266
110 27,707/Ha 2286/dwelling
Houses and multi unit dwellings
23,271 9,688
147 33,106/Ha 2048/dwelling
Multi unit dwellings
30,619 15,138
229 45,986/Ha 1821/dwelling
Retail (m² GFA)
29.39 11.17 0.33
40.90
40.49
Other Residential (eg. Caravan Parks) 30,619 15,138
229 45,986/Ha 1821/dwelling
Table 8.8[b]: Transport Infrastructure Contribution Areas 2 & 3 (ICUs / Development
Unit)
Contribution
Type of Development
Credit
Roads Paths P.T.
Total
Very Low Density Residential
12,844 3,028
46 15,917/Ha
Houses
23,853 7,266
110 31,229/Ha
2,576/dwllg
Houses and multi unit dwellings
26,606 9,688
147 36,440/Ha 2,255/dwelling
Multi unit dwellings
33,486 15,138
229 48,853/Ha 1,935/dwelling
Retail (m² GFA)
28.49 11.17 0.33
39.99
39.59
Other Residential (eg. Caravan Parks) 33,486 15,138
229 48,853/Ha 1,935/dwelling
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9 Community Purposes
The Community Purposes network includes informal parks, recreational parks, parkland
linkages and improvements. These facilities provide a range of recreational settings and
opportunities for the residents and the greater community, including informal uses such as
picnicking, play, organised and casual exercise and places in which to enjoy the natural
environment. Land for Other Community Facilities (LOCP) is also to be provided in this PSP,
co-located with the District Sports Park, which will have a Local and District community
function.

9.1 Desired Standards of Service
The “Desired Standards of Service for Public Recreation Land” (DSS) are consistent with
Council policy and are defined in terms of “Planning Criteria, User Benefits and Environmental
Effects” in the Infill Community Purposes Infrastructure Contributions PSP. Council’s “Draft
Park Network Planning Guidelines and Public Recreation Land in Planning Scheme Policys,
November 2001” compliment the DSS and indicate, in greater detail, what Council considers
desirable park.

9.2 Units of Demand
For Community Purposes infrastructure, the demand for parks is related to the residential and
employment yield and their requirements for open space.
Table 9.1 identifies how the demands for parks for different types of development influence the
conversion rates.
Table 9.1: Calculation of Community Purposes Conversion Rates
Demand for
People/unit of
Type of development
parkland (m² Calculation
development
provision/Ha)
Very Low Density Residential
15
580
580/1392
Houses
35
1392
1392/1392
Houses and multi unit
40
1600
1600/1392
dwellings
Multi unit dwellings
53
2100
2100/1392
Retail
29
286
286/1392
Other Residential (e.g.
19
475
475/1392
Caravan Parks)
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9.3 Existing Infrastructure
9.3.1 Public Recreation Land
The Doolandella PSP area currently contains two existing Council parks covering a total area
of 3.4 hectares (refer to Table 9.2 and Figure 9.4.2). These parks, and those in neighbouring
suburbs, have been considered with Council’s DSS and Guidelines to determine the current
supply rate of Public Recreation Land (PRL). The table also identifies park type and dominant
values for the park.
Table 9.2: Existing Parks and Their Contribution to Supply Rate
Park

Park Size
(Ha)

Supply Rate
Contribution (Ha)

Park Type & Use

Dominant Values

Unnamed Park,
8 Beccaria Pl,
Doolandella.

0.638

0.637

Local Informal

Recreation

Local Informal

The site is contained
within a habitat and
ecological corridor
and has important
conservation values

Blunder Road
Park,
D No. 2021

2.807

0

TOTAL

3.445

0.637

From Table 9.2, 0.637 hectares within the existing Doolandella parks system is counted
towards Public Recreation Land supply rate calculations, as per the DSS and Guidelines.
The Beccaria Place Park has no park improvements, contains a few trees and log rail along
the frontage. The entire park qualifies as PRL. The Blunder Road Park is constrained by
being located within a habitat and ecological corridor along Blunder Creek and hence, does
not constitute PRL.
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9.4 Planned Infrastructure
Additional PRL and associated improvements are required to meet the Desired Standards of
Service and Guidelines for the existing and future community.

9.4.1 Future Demand
A whole of community needs approach has been taken in developing the overall Community
Purpose infrastructure strategy for the Doolandella PSP. In the interests of efficient provision,
this builds, where possible, upon the multi use of parkland and other facilities. Where these
uses do combine, it is acknowledged that some land will have diminished recreation value in
terms of offsetting the required parkland supply rate in the DSS. However, the total park area
is an important contributor to the integrity of the strategy. For example, where parkland is
located within a waterway corridor, not all land within the corridor is generally considered
useable for recreation purposes and so only a portion is considered to offset the park supply
requirements.
In order to meet the requirements of the future Doolandella population a total of 26.4 hectares
of park will be provided. In addition to the existing 3.45 hectares of park, 22.9 hectares of park
will be acquired. This equates to 18.6 hectares of additional PRL and includes a 4720m²
component of Land for Other Community Purposes. The park supply rate is only one measure
identified in the DSS and Guidelines. Also required is an equitable distribution of parks across
the plan area and the provision of a specified range of recreation opportunities in parks.
In addition to the parkland identified as PRL, land comprising a habitat and ecological corridor
along Blunder Creek will be transferred to Council, as detailed in the Doolandella Local Plan,
when development of the land east of Blunder Road occurs. As the corridor serves primarily
hydrological and biodiversity functions with limited public access, this land is not considered
PRL and would not be recoverable through the PSP.

9.4.2 Future Park Requirements
Table 9.3 shows lands to be acquired as park to meet the needs of the community. The
nominated area for acquisition includes the total acquisition area, including the PRL
component.
Land acquisition costs are based on a value per square metre (m²). However the value of land
contained within any given park may vary depending on whether the land is constrained i.e.
susceptible to flooding, has steep topography and existing on-site structures and
improvements. Doolandella Land values for local parks have been estimated in 2003-04 at
$18/m² for Emerging Community areas, $7/m² for Rural Areas with constrained land valued at
$5/m². Land valuations for the District Sports Park have been established by valuing individual
sites. Land acquisition, site preparation and improvement costs are detailed in Tables D5 and
D6, Appendix D. Land preparation costs are based on indicative costs for park development.
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Table 9.3: Future Park Land Acquisitions
Item
No.

Location

1

Notional location approx. 100-200m south of Inala Ave

2

Corner of Blunder Rd and Peacock St - District Sports Park

4

North west of Rockfield Rd and South of Hanley’s Creek

5

Notional location north east of Brookside St and Blunder Rd intersection

6

Adjoining proposed Centre, Crossacres St - District Informal Park

7

Redhead St, Doolandella

8

Cloverdale St, Doolandella

9

Cloverdale St, Doolandella - Corridor Link

TOTAL

Area (Ha)
1.0
PRL 1.0
13.3
PRL 13.3*
1.14
PRL 1.1
1.0
PRL 1.0
0.3
PRL 0.3
1.5
PRL 1.5
1.71
PRL 0.635
2.99
PRL 1.44
26.39
PRL 18.595

*13.3a PRL includes 4720m² as LOCP for a future community hall, indoor sports facility and child care centre. The PRL and land
only for the community facility is PSP recoverable infrastructure.

Brisbane City Council will investigate whether any of these lands are contaminated. Council
will only purchase or accept trusteeship of contaminated land that has been properly
remediated and “released” by the Environmental Protection Agency, as land suitable for park
and recreation under the Contaminated Land Act.
The following section provides rationale for the acquisition of items identified in the above
table, based on Council’s DSS and Guidelines for PRL:
Item 1

A notional area of about 1Ha is to be developed as a Local Informal Use Park
serving residents south of Inala Avenue to the caravan park.

Item 2

12.83ha of the 13.3ha site is considered District Sports Park PRL with 4720m²
dedicated as LOCP. Habitat and ecological values of the site are recognised in the
Doolandella Local Plan. Future investment, beyond the scope of the PSP, is
intended for a future community hall, indoor sports facility and child care centre on
the LOCP. Informal recreational and sporting activities will be encouraged.
Peacock Street will provide road access to the park when realigned to the signalised
Blunder Road and Lorikeet Street intersection. Pedestrian and cyclist paths are to
connect residential areas north, south and west of the park. Bus stops on Blunder
Road will further promote park use.

Item 3

This existing park was created from developer contributions associated with
residential development in and around Currawong Street and Beccaria Place. It
functions as a Local Informal Use park and improvements will benefit anticipated
new resident use.
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Item 4

An area of 1.4Ha adjoining Hanley’s Creek, in the north west corner of the PSP
area, is to serve as a Local Informal Use park. Connection with the creek corridor
and its pathways will allow greater recreational use of the park facilities and access
to other sites such as Serviceton South Primary School and Forest Lake shops.

Item 5

A notional area of 1Ha is to be developed as a Local Informal Use park serving
residents in Blunder Road, Brookside Street and along Blunder Creek. The
preferred location of this park is fronting the proposed Local Access road, north east
of the Crosascres Street, Brookside Street and Blunder Road intersection.

Item 6

An area of 0.3Ha is to be established as a District Informal Use park, co-located with
a proposed centre, to function as a community focal point. The park will feature a
high level of integration with the shopping centre and high quality facilities and
landscaping.

Item 7

An area 1.5Ha is to serve the community as a Local Informal Use park offering a
range of recreation opportunities for different age groups and a shaded green
space, providing a green break in the urban fabric.

Item 8

1.7Ha is to provide a Local Informal Use park in a bushland setting offering a view of
Blunder Creek. Pedestrian links to Item 9 will be provided along residential streets
in the south west corner of the PSP area.

Item 9

This park will provide a District Corridor Link park along Blunder Creek. In addition
to an access way, this park also buffers Blunder Creek from nearby proposed
residential development.

Item 10

The land bordering Blunder Creek on the eastern boundary of the PSP area, is an
existing Nature Park that was created from developer contributions associated with
development of the adjoining caravan park. This area will primarily function as
habitat and ecological corridor.
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9.4.3 Land Preparation Costs for Park Purposes
Land preparation costs are detailed in Appendix D. These works may include the following:
• demolition and removal of rubbish,
• remediation of contaminated land,
• earthworks, including grading for recreation areas,
• resurfacing top dressing,
• clearing for firebreaks adjacent to private properties,
• installation of vehicle barriers, bollards or basic fencing,
• removal of environmental weeds,
• provision of services, including electricity and water, and
• drainage works.

9.4.4 Park Improvements
To meet future community needs, improvements will be required in almost all future and
existing parks. Improvement costs are based on average costs for park facilities that would
typically be provided within the various “park use” and “type” categories, as noted in the
Guidelines (Appendix D). Actual improvements may be determined in the future, in
consultation with residents and employees likely to use that park.
Table 9.4 identifies the types of facilities anticipated in Doolandella parks in the future. This is
an indication only for costing purposes, and may vary depending on the determination of
detailed local needs. The timing for improvements is also indicative only, and may vary
depending on the rate at which development proceeds in each precinct.
Table 9.4: Future Park Improvements
Item
No.
1

2

3

4

Location
Notional location
approx. 100-200m
south of Inala Ave.
Corner of Blunder Rd
and Peacock St District Sports Park

Beccaria Place –
existing park

North west of Rockfield
Rd and South of
Hanley’s Creek

Improvements





















Small play facility
Rebound wall
Seat and tap/bubbler
Sporting Fields
Hard courts
Car/bus parking & internal road
Access road
Services
Picnic shelters and BBQ
Tap/bubbler
Seat
Picnic table
Park name sign
Small play facility
Tap/bubbler
Seat
Picnic table
Park name sign
Small play facility
Small BMX facility
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District play ground
Youth recreation space
Dog off-leash area
External toilet
Landscaping






Landscaping
Steel lock rail
Pine log rail
Pedestrian path






Bin
Landscaping
Steel lock rail
Pedestrian path
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Item
No.

Location

5

Notional location north
east of Brookside
Street and Blunder
Road intersection

6

7

Adjoining proposed
Centre, Crossacres St
– District Informal Park

Redhead Street

8

Cloverdale Street

9

Corridor Link Cloverdale Street

Improvements




























Small play facility
Half basketball court
Tap/bubbler
Bins
Playscape and seating
Shelter and two picnic tables
Single electric BBQ
Community noticeboard
Light on post
Two bins
Tap/bubbler
Seat
Shelter
Two bins
Tap/bubbler
Seat
Single electric BBQ
Picnic table
Light on post
Park name sign
Picnic shelter and viewing
platform
Tap/bubbler
Seat
Park name sign
Landscaping
Four lights on post
Seating
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Pedestrian path
Steel lock rail
Pine log rail









Park name sign
Paving
Turf
Landscaping
Pedestrian pathway
Pine log rail
Steel lock rail








Medium play facility
Dog off-leash area
Paved entry
Landscaping
Turf
Pedestrian path






Landscaping
Turf
Pedestrian path
Steel lock rail




Steel lock rail
Pine log rail
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9.5 Cost Apportionment
This PSP covers the cost apportionment for District and Local Community Purposes
infrastructure. New development will use all planned infrastructure thus the marginal cost
apportionment method has been applied. However, there are instances in which part of the
cost of some parks will be apportioned to the Infill Community Purposes Infrastructure
Contributions PSP or to existing development in the area (Table D8, Appendix D). One
Community Purposes contribution is to be applied across the Doolandella PSP area.

9.5.1 District Parkland
As detailed above, a District Sports Park (Item 2) is to be provided in Doolandella at the
intersection of Blunder Road and Peacock Street (once constructed). The catchment for a
District Sports Park generally has a radius of between 2 and 4 kilometres. It follows that the
potential catchment of such a park is wider than the proposed Doolandella community itself.
The park is expected to attract patrons from outside the PSP area. Accordingly, the cost of this
infrastructure will be distributed equitably between Doolandella residents and residents of
neighbouring suburbs.
A District Informal Park is to be provided by way of the Crossacres Street Park (Item 6)
adjoining the future retail centre. Use of this park is expected to be mainly by the Doolandella
community, with some external use due to the attraction of commercial development in the
vicinity.

9.5.2

Local Parkland

A number of existing and new local parks have been identified throughout the PSP area. Of
these parks, the majority will be 100% cost apportioned to the Doolandella PSP area.
Exceptions include Rockfield Road parkland (Item 4) and Beccaria Place Park (Item 3). Both
of these parks are located on the edge of the plan area and although Council already owns
Beccaria Place Park, improvements are required in the future and new residents of
Doolandella and the neighbouring suburb will share the cost of these improvements.

9.5.3 Corridor Link Parks
The existing parkland on Blunder Creek (Item 10) will be retained as part of a habitat and
ecological link. No improvements are proposed for this land and it will not be recovered for
under this PSP. Similarly, any land to be acquired by Council within the habitat and ecological
corridor, as identified in the Doolandella Local Plan, will not constitute an PSP item. Due to its
isolated location at the edge of the plan area and steep topography, only 5% of the cost of the
proposed District Corridor Link along Blunder Creek, at the southern end of Cloverdale Street
lots (Item 9), is apportioned to the Doolandella PSP. Table D8, Appendix D identifies the
proportion of parks to be apportioned to the PSP area and the contributions.
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9.6 Community Purposes Infrastructure Contribution
The contributions for Community Purposes infrastructure, expressed in Infrastructure
Contribution Units (ICUs) are detailed in Table 9.5 as are Credits, which may also apply for
existing lawful development. The same contributions apply across all three Contribution Areas.
For infrastructure work provided in accordance with the PSP (a BCC responsibility not a
private responsibility), the value of the infrastructure item, as detailed in the Appendix, will be
offset against the contribution for the related infrastructure network.
Table 9.5: Community Purposes - Contribution Area 1, 2 & 3 (ICUs / Development Unit)
Development Type
Contribution
Credit
Very Low Density Residential
6,577/Ha
Houses
15,784/Ha
1,289/dwelling
Houses and multi unit dwellings
18,142/Ha
1,111/dwelling
Multi unit dwellings
23,812/Ha
933/dwelling
Retail (m² GFA)
0.65
0.63
Other Residential (eg. Caravan Parks)
5,386/Ha
211/dwelling
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10 SUMMARY OF INFRASTRUCTURE CONTRIBUTIONS
10.1 Summary of Infrastructure Contributions for Each Infrastructure
Network
Table 10.1-10.3 provides a summary of the infrastructure contribution units (ICUs) for each
infrastructure network.
Table 10.1: Waterways Infrastructure Contribution (ICUs/Development Unit)
Contribution Area Contribution Area Contribution Area
Type of Development
1
2
3
Very Low Density Residential
5,167/Ha
10,233/Ha
11,270/Ha
Houses
25,836/Ha
51,165/Ha
56,351/Ha
Houses and Multi Unit Dwellings
36,170/Ha
71,630/Ha
78,891/Ha
Multi Unit Dwellings
38,753/Ha
76,747/Ha
84,526/Ha
Retail
9.30/m² GFA
18.42/m² GFA
20.29/m² GFA
Other Residential (eg. Caravan
31,003/Ha
61,398/Ha
67,621/Ha
Parks)
Table 10.2: Transport Infrastructure Contribution (ICUs/Development Unit)
Contribution Area Contribution Area Contribution Area
Type of Development
1
2
3
Very Low Density Residential
11,647/Ha
15,917/Ha
15,917/Ha
Houses
27,707/Ha
31,229/Ha
31,229/Ha
Houses and Multi Unit Dwellings
33,106/Ha
36,440/Ha
36,440/Ha
Multi Unit Dwellings
45,986/Ha
48,853/Ha
48,853/Ha
Retail
40.90/m² GFA
39.99/m² GFA
39.99/m² GFA
Other Residential (eg. Caravan
45,986/Ha
48,853/Ha
48,853/Ha
Parks)
Table 10.3: Community Purposes Infrastructure Contribution (ICUs/Development Unit)
Contribution Area Contribution Area Contribution Area
Type of Development
1
2
3
Very Low Density Residential
6,577/Ha
6,577/Ha
6,577/Ha
Houses
15,784/Ha
15,784/Ha
15,784/Ha
Houses and Multi Unit Dwellings
18,142/Ha
18,142/Ha
18,142/Ha
Multi Unit Dwellings
23,812/Ha
23,812/Ha
23,812/Ha
Retail
0.65/m² GFA
0.65/m² GFA
0.65/m² GFA
Other Residential (eg. Caravan
5,386/Ha
5,386/Ha
5,386/Ha
Parks)
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10.2 Calculation of the Value of an ICU
The value of an ICU will be indexed on an annual basis applying increases for the prior
calendar year to the Australian Bureau of Statistics 6427.0 Producer Price Indexes, Australia,
Index Number 4121, Road & Bridge Construction Queensland. The value of an ICU for the
2007/2008 financial year is $1.55.

10.3 Calculation of Infrastructure Contributions
To calculate the infrastructure contribution for Waterways, the following formula applies:
Waterways
Infrastructure
Contribution
($)

=

No. o f
Developable
Hectares or
GFA

X

No of ICUs for Relevant
Waterways Contribution Area

Value of
an ICU

X

To calculate the infrastructure contribution for Transport, the following formula applies:
Transport
Infrastructure
Contribution
($)

=

No. o f
Developable
Hectares or
GFA

X

No of ICUs for Relevant
Transport Contribution Area

Value of
an ICU

X

To calculate the infrastructure contribution for Community Purposes, the following formula
applies:
Community
Purposes
Infrastructure
Contribution
($)

=

No. o f
Developable
Hectares of
GFA

X

No of ICUs for Relevant
Community Purposes
Contribution Area

Value of
an ICU

X

To calculate the infrastructure contributions for water supply and sewerage refer to the Water
Supply Infrastructure Contributions Planning Scheme Policy and the Sewerage Infrastructure
Contributions Planning Scheme Policy.
To calculate the total infrastructure contribution, the following formula applies:
Total
Infrastructure
Contribution
($)

=

Transport
Contribution
($)

+

Waterways
Contribution
($)

+

Community
Purposes
Contribution
($)

+

Water
Supply
Contribution
($)

+

Sewerage
Contribution
($)

Calculation of infrastructure contributions are to be calculated with applicable credits and
offsets.
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